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You are invited to close your eyes and visualise the day you harnessed new-born Jack or Jill into
their scientifically engineered rear seat baby-capsule at the hospital. Now imagine, just before
you drive off, lovely nurse Nellie hands you a sealed envelope that states: Contained inside is
information that reveals the greatest individual risk to your son or daughter’s life during their mid-
late teenage years and PREVENTATIVE strategies to minimise that risk. When do you believe
you would have opened that envelope?This book was essentially conceived to serve parents
and other non-professionals who collectively are today’s largest group of young driver educators
on the south-east coast of the Milky Way. As it’s designed to guide experienced drivers who are
instructing novice drivers, it solely references automatic transmission and predominantly relates
to Australian road-use tenets including left-side-of-the-road driving; however the teaching and
learning concepts are universally adaptable. Our hurricanes in the southern hemisphere rotate
to the right … if that counts, although they apparently twist to the left in the USA - (it appears
even our storms can’t agree on a system) – yes, even though driver education is a subject matter
that inevitably contains a sprinkling of unavoidable beige precepts, this book is marinated in dad
humour!It contains overlapping themes scattered underneath numerous obscure topic headings.
This devious strategy was devised to prevent cherry-picking and encourage the reader to stay
the distance and hopefully take a myriad of notes in their own words. Ideally, those notes will
form part of their own instructing journal and serve them well during future trials and
tribulations.The author wasn’t always a driving instructor. When he began supervising his eldest
son’s driving he had a generation of driving experience; however he possessed zero experience
as a driving teacher. After having taught his seventeen year old in his official capacity as D.A.D,
he found himself in a rather peculiar position five years later - teaching his brother whilst wearing
his professional driving instructor’s hat. The first born occasionally asserts the young one
received the ‘Deluxe Platinum Package’ – whereas he on the other-hand was the beneficiary of
the ‘Poverty Pack Program’ … family members can be truly unmerciful at times!Most parents are
well aware that the worldwide statistics relating to young drivers are alarming, yet they don’t
seriously contemplate the learning process until their child becomes a licensed learner – this
book explores practical ways to begin important conversations much earlier.The mid-adolescent
years are particularly tricky for teens because the prefrontal cortex area of their brain that
enables them to determine when risk outweighs reward is not yet fully developed – so basically
they have the impulsive “GO” part (the accelerator pedal); but not the higher cognitive part - the
‘BRAKE’ pedal. Testing standards in most industrialised countries are somewhat challenging;
however the examiner has only a relatively small window to assess your teen against key
performance criterion. Don’t allow your son or daughter’s requisite birthday and test result be the
only evidence of their readiness to drive unsupervised.It was the 100 hour driving odyssey that I
shared with my eldest teen, as the under-resourced “Instructor Dad” that enriched me with the
empathy I hold for the innumerable nervous parents around the globe today. It’s the training and



thousands of hours riding shotgun with teenagers as a professional driving instructor that arms
me with the know-how. Ultimately, it’s a blend of those contrasting experiences – combined with
a person-centred approach to young driver education that helped manifest a book that presents
parents with a unique and balanced insight into the curious world of the enigmatic adolescent
driver.Kind regards, Mal Collits
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Drive?Practical Assistance INTRODUCTION The Book Laid BareIf I were asked to offer one
word to best describe most of what has ever been written on the subject of Learning to Drive that
word would be BLAND. That’s not to suggest invaluable. In fact, considerable value can be
unearthed if we shovel deep enough - whether it’s in the form of ‘How To’ books or government
dictums expressed via bureaucratese. Alas, salient insights regularly fall victim to tedious text
and consequently become undervalued.This book was essentially conceived to serve licensed
drivers who are instructing learners; therefore an intended cornerstone was the minimisation of
Captain-Obvious type information. As the book evolved I developed a newfound appreciation for
those authors of ‘bland’ Learn to Drive copy. The word ‘obvious’ is indeed one of the most
problematic adjectives a driving instructor can befriend. So yes, there are some unavoidable
beige precepts showering these pages – showering, not saturating.If you are a learner driver,
this book talks more about you - than to you. However you are most welcome to nibble if you’re
that resourceful; but be warned – it does contain some appalling dad humour.- Throw in a
disclaimer, or two [ ]I apologise in advance to American readers – it’s written in (British) English
… we convicts down under still have the United Kingdom’s Union Jack not so discreetly screen
printed onto a corner of our national flag. We have a licenCe to replace S with C. However,
almost without realiSing it, we replace Z with S. We favoUr the letter U and usually slip in an
extra L to ensure we are clearly signalLing our intention. For what it’s worth, your brand of
spelling generally makes more sense to me.- Convince American readers that I favour favor
their style of English []The book predominantly references Australian road-use tenets including
left-hand traffic or left-side-of-the-road driving; however I believe the teaching and learning
concepts are universally adaptable. Our hurricanes in the southern hemisphere rotate to the
right … if that counts, although I believe they twist to the left in the USA - (it appears even our
storms can’t agree on a system). Sorry, there’s more bad news – it is kilometres per hour (km/h);
not miles per hour (mph) … I will even manage to alienate UK readers with that one.-
Remind Australians that we’re truly unique … Aussie Aussie Aussie; Oi Oi Oi []This aid and my
learner-centred approach to young driver development leans a little on tools I acquired at
Counselling School. I’m not suggesting you will need to undertake diploma studies in a



psychotherapy modality to prepare for riding with a learner driver although it may be less
expensive than the copious amounts of anti-anxiety medication you will likely consume. The
subject matter is explored in a relaxed distinctive manner as the table of contents may suggest,
however what underpins it are the shared personal experiences and insights – the kinds that
don’t appear on government websites. The contents of this book are the opinions of the author
and are not intended to be a substitute for jurisdictional regulations and recommendations. As it
is designed to guide experienced drivers in teaching novice drivers, it solely references
automatic transmission and focuses largely on the ‘when’ – ‘why’ and ‘how’. It covers the broader
subject of young driver education from toddler through to the provisionally licensed period. It
assumes the reader largely knows the ‘what’ of physically driving a car; but not necessarily when
or how to communicate that knowledge. Enough about MeI’m an Australian young driver
education specialist who readily relates to The ‘Dog Whisperer’ Cesar Milan who rehabilitates
dogs and trains people. I help young learners correct their flawed driving behaviours and train
their supervisors who inadvertently encourage erroneous habits. Parents often learn that many
more tears accompany cure than prevention.After thousands of hours sitting alongside
teenagers as a professional driving instructor, I chose to respond to the relative lack of practical
guidance available for the parents of those teens and decided to reapportion much of my
training to serve them and other non-professional supervisors. I believe it is foundationally
important that non-trained guardians, who teach adolescents to drive, are comprehensively
supported with specific resources and solutions.I wasn’t always a driving instructor. When I
began supervising my eldest son’s driving, I had a generation of driving experience; however I
possessed zero experience as a driving teacher. After having taught him in my official capacity
as D.A.D, I found myself in a rather peculiar position five years later - teaching his brother whilst
wearing my professional driving instructor’s hat. My first born occasionally asserts the young one
received the ‘Deluxe Platinum Package’ – whereas he on the other-hand was the beneficiary of
the ‘Poverty Pack Program’ … family members can be truly unmerciful at times.It was the 100
hour driving odyssey that I shared with my eldest teen, as the under-resourced “Instructor Dad”
that enriched me with the empathy I hold for the innumerable nervous parents around the globe
today.It’s the training and thousands of hours riding shotgun with teenagers as a professional
driving instructor that arms me with the know-how.Ultimately it was a blend of those contrasting
experiences - marinated in a person-centred approach to young learner education that helped
manifest a book that presents parents with a unique and balanced insight into the curious world
of the enigmatic adolescent driver.For the record, I’m far too humble to seek recognition as a
Learner Driver Whisperer… Jedi Knight will suffice. Let’s Talk about YouCollectively, you are by
far the largest provider of young driver education in the world today. If parents utilised their scale
and commercialised their services they would possibly out rank McDonalds as one of the top
franchises on the planet. Give yourselves a pat on the back - because it’s unlikely anyone else
ever will.The reality is professional driving instructors represent a comparably small chunk of the
learner driver ecosystem in many countries. The majority of you who do enlist our services still



do the bulk of the heavy lifting throughout the tortured worthwhile journey. And, let’s face it,
professional tuition isn’t exactly cheap (we Instructors all own at least one seaside vacation
home). If I had a dollar for every time a parent apprised me of an argument or conflict they had
with their offspring whilst teaching them to drive, I would have acquired that ocean-view villa
much sooner.

INTRODUCTION The Book Laid BareIf I were asked to offer one word to best describe most
of what has ever been written on the subject of Learning to Drive that word would be BLAND.
That’s not to suggest invaluable. In fact, considerable value can be unearthed if we shovel deep
enough - whether it’s in the form of ‘How To’ books or government dictums expressed via
bureaucratese. Alas, salient insights regularly fall victim to tedious text and consequently
become undervalued.This book was essentially conceived to serve licensed drivers who are
instructing learners; therefore an intended cornerstone was the minimisation of Captain-Obvious
type information. As the book evolved I developed a newfound appreciation for those authors of
‘bland’ Learn to Drive copy. The word ‘obvious’ is indeed one of the most problematic adjectives
a driving instructor can befriend. So yes, there are some unavoidable beige precepts showering
these pages – showering, not saturating.If you are a learner driver, this book talks more about
you - than to you. However you are most welcome to nibble if you’re that resourceful; but be
warned – it does contain some appalling dad humour.- Throw in a disclaimer, or two [ ]I
apologise in advance to American readers – it’s written in (British) English … we convicts down
under still have the United Kingdom’s Union Jack not so discreetly screen printed onto a corner
of our national flag. We have a licenCe to replace S with C. However, almost without realiSing it,
we replace Z with S. We favoUr the letter U and usually slip in an extra L to ensure we are clearly
signalLing our intention. For what it’s worth, your brand of spelling generally makes more sense
to me.- Convince American readers that I favour favor their style of English []The book
predominantly references Australian road-use tenets including left-hand traffic or left-side-of-the-
road driving; however I believe the teaching and learning concepts are universally adaptable.
Our hurricanes in the southern hemisphere rotate to the right … if that counts, although I believe
they twist to the left in the USA - (it appears even our storms can’t agree on a system). Sorry,
there’s more bad news – it is kilometres per hour (km/h); not miles per hour (mph) … I will even
manage to alienate UK readers with that one.- Remind Australians that we’re truly unique …
Aussie Aussie Aussie; Oi Oi Oi []This aid and my learner-centred approach to young driver
development leans a little on tools I acquired at Counselling School. I’m not suggesting you will
need to undertake diploma studies in a psychotherapy modality to prepare for riding with a
learner driver although it may be less expensive than the copious amounts of anti-anxiety
medication you will likely consume. The subject matter is explored in a relaxed distinctive
manner as the table of contents may suggest, however what underpins it are the shared
personal experiences and insights – the kinds that don’t appear on government websites. The
contents of this book are the opinions of the author and are not intended to be a substitute for



jurisdictional regulations and recommendations. As it is designed to guide experienced drivers in
teaching novice drivers, it solely references automatic transmission and focuses largely on the
‘when’ – ‘why’ and ‘how’. It covers the broader subject of young driver education from toddler
through to the provisionally licensed period. It assumes the reader largely knows the ‘what’ of
physically driving a car; but not necessarily when or how to communicate that
knowledge. Enough about MeI’m an Australian young driver education specialist who readily
relates to The ‘Dog Whisperer’ Cesar Milan who rehabilitates dogs and trains people. I help
young learners correct their flawed driving behaviours and train their supervisors who
inadvertently encourage erroneous habits. Parents often learn that many more tears accompany
cure than prevention.After thousands of hours sitting alongside teenagers as a professional
driving instructor, I chose to respond to the relative lack of practical guidance available for the
parents of those teens and decided to reapportion much of my training to serve them and other
non-professional supervisors. I believe it is foundationally important that non-trained guardians,
who teach adolescents to drive, are comprehensively supported with specific resources and
solutions.I wasn’t always a driving instructor. When I began supervising my eldest son’s driving, I
had a generation of driving experience; however I possessed zero experience as a driving
teacher. After having taught him in my official capacity as D.A.D, I found myself in a rather
peculiar position five years later - teaching his brother whilst wearing my professional driving
instructor’s hat. My first born occasionally asserts the young one received the ‘Deluxe Platinum
Package’ – whereas he on the other-hand was the beneficiary of the ‘Poverty Pack Program’ …
family members can be truly unmerciful at times.It was the 100 hour driving odyssey that I
shared with my eldest teen, as the under-resourced “Instructor Dad” that enriched me with the
empathy I hold for the innumerable nervous parents around the globe today.It’s the training and
thousands of hours riding shotgun with teenagers as a professional driving instructor that arms
me with the know-how.Ultimately it was a blend of those contrasting experiences - marinated in
a person-centred approach to young learner education that helped manifest a book that
presents parents with a unique and balanced insight into the curious world of the enigmatic
adolescent driver.For the record, I’m far too humble to seek recognition as a Learner Driver
Whisperer… Jedi Knight will suffice. Let’s Talk about YouCollectively, you are by far the largest
provider of young driver education in the world today. If parents utilised their scale and
commercialised their services they would possibly out rank McDonalds as one of the top
franchises on the planet. Give yourselves a pat on the back - because it’s unlikely anyone else
ever will.The reality is professional driving instructors represent a comparably small chunk of the
learner driver ecosystem in many countries. The majority of you who do enlist our services still
do the bulk of the heavy lifting throughout the tortured worthwhile journey. And, let’s face it,
professional tuition isn’t exactly cheap (we Instructors all own at least one seaside vacation
home). If I had a dollar for every time a parent apprised me of an argument or conflict they had
with their offspring whilst teaching them to drive, I would have acquired that ocean-view villa
much sooner.
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medication you will likely consume. The subject matter is explored in a relaxed distinctive
manner as the table of contents may suggest, however what underpins it are the shared
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contents of this book are the opinions of the author and are not intended to be a substitute for
jurisdictional regulations and recommendations. As it is designed to guide experienced drivers in
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‘when’ – ‘why’ and ‘how’. It covers the broader subject of young driver education from toddler
through to the provisionally licensed period. It assumes the reader largely knows the ‘what’ of
physically driving a car; but not necessarily when or how to communicate that
knowledge. Enough about MeI’m an Australian young driver education specialist who readily



relates to The ‘Dog Whisperer’ Cesar Milan who rehabilitates dogs and trains people. I help
young learners correct their flawed driving behaviours and train their supervisors who
inadvertently encourage erroneous habits. Parents often learn that many more tears accompany
cure than prevention.After thousands of hours sitting alongside teenagers as a professional
driving instructor, I chose to respond to the relative lack of practical guidance available for the
parents of those teens and decided to reapportion much of my training to serve them and other
non-professional supervisors. I believe it is foundationally important that non-trained guardians,
who teach adolescents to drive, are comprehensively supported with specific resources and
solutions.I wasn’t always a driving instructor. When I began supervising my eldest son’s driving, I
had a generation of driving experience; however I possessed zero experience as a driving
teacher. After having taught him in my official capacity as D.A.D, I found myself in a rather
peculiar position five years later - teaching his brother whilst wearing my professional driving
instructor’s hat. My first born occasionally asserts the young one received the ‘Deluxe Platinum
Package’ – whereas he on the other-hand was the beneficiary of the ‘Poverty Pack Program’ …
family members can be truly unmerciful at times.It was the 100 hour driving odyssey that I
shared with my eldest teen, as the under-resourced “Instructor Dad” that enriched me with the
empathy I hold for the innumerable nervous parents around the globe today.It’s the training and
thousands of hours riding shotgun with teenagers as a professional driving instructor that arms
me with the know-how.Ultimately it was a blend of those contrasting experiences - marinated in
a person-centred approach to young learner education that helped manifest a book that
presents parents with a unique and balanced insight into the curious world of the enigmatic
adolescent driver.For the record, I’m far too humble to seek recognition as a Learner Driver
Whisperer… Jedi Knight will suffice. Let’s Talk about YouCollectively, you are by far the largest
provider of young driver education in the world today. If parents utilised their scale and
commercialised their services they would possibly out rank McDonalds as one of the top
franchises on the planet. Give yourselves a pat on the back - because it’s unlikely anyone else
ever will.The reality is professional driving instructors represent a comparably small chunk of the
learner driver ecosystem in many countries. The majority of you who do enlist our services still
do the bulk of the heavy lifting throughout the tortured worthwhile journey. And, let’s face it,
professional tuition isn’t exactly cheap (we Instructors all own at least one seaside vacation
home). If I had a dollar for every time a parent apprised me of an argument or conflict they had
with their offspring whilst teaching them to drive, I would have acquired that ocean-view villa
much sooner.For the vast majority of you it has been decades since you undertook a road user
knowledge or driving test; and if you’re being totally honest - that was probably the last time you
reviewed the road rules.Many of you are unsure of some of the road rules and are petrified
apprehensive about sitting alongside your greenhorn. About twice as many mothers compared
to fathers admit to being ‘scared’ of providing driving lessons (at least the ladies are
honest).This guide was created with overlapping themes scattered underneath numerous
obscure topic headings. This devious strategy was devised to prevent cherry-picking and



encourage you to stay the distance and hopefully take a myriad of notes in your own language.
Ideally, those notes will form part of YOUR own instructing journal and serve you well during
future trials and tribulations. A Bit about ThemIn different parts of the world so-called millennials
are reportedly becoming drivers at a slower rate in comparison to previous generations.I sense
that although today’s teens still consider getting their drivers licence to be a major milestone in
life, they don’t tend to identify it as the classic rite of passage that the Baby Boomers and Gen X
did.Rather than crave the independence that their parents did (and still do), Gen Y is a bit …
meh. If it weren’t for their parents’ pushing and prodding and the influence of their peers I
actually feel many wouldn’t bother pursuing it. I suspect there are various factors behind this
trend: improved public transport networks; leaving the nest later; economics and remaining in
education longer are some that come to mind. What worries them the most about failing the
driving test is how they will tell their friends - (including the 535 on Facebook).It’s important to
resist comparing their progress to your own or their siblings and friends. Learning to drive a car
is unique to each individual. We don’t tend to expect everyone’s athletic, academic or musical
skills to develop at the same pace - so why should we expect it with learning to drive? Even
peripheral vision levels differ based on an individual’s degree of exposure to activities such as
football and horse-riding. Try to understand and accept that teens will be touchy when first
learning to drive – most of them are scared (even when they say they’re not). Learner drivers
regularly tell me they don’t freak out until mum or dad freaks out. The Law MakersIn most
developed countries a current unrestricted car driver’s licence is all that’s required to teach
teenagers to manoeuvre over a tonne of aluminium and steel at a speed of 25 metres per
second. The instructing individual’s communication abilities and driving history don’t generally
register on the regulating authority’s Richter scale.Licensing authorities throughout the world
elicit some ‘what the …?’ type reactions. In New South Wales, Australia; for example: individuals
who have recently had their driver’s licences re-issued following suspensions for serious
infringements are legally eligible to instruct learners. Interestingly, they are often ineligible to
apply for a licensed instructor’s permit to teach those same learners - even though they would
have the utility of accredited training and a foot-brake on the passenger’s side of their
vehicle.Appalling rates of young driver fatalities have given birth to numerous successful
international initiatives such as graduated licensing schemes.Ultimately though, law makers will
never be able to provide ALL of the answers. And, in my opinion, governments generally do
enough in this space already.We must take ownership of our teen’s driver education. Because
parents are the largest group of young driver instructors on the south-east coast of the Milky
Way, I decided to equip them with tools to foster greater gains in adolescent driver
safety.TEACH THEM YOUNG Why and When?The title of this book implies that children can be
taught to drive a car from the age of five. That of course is ridiculous - the process begins much
earlier than that. Realistically, whether we’re cognisant of it or not, we model driving behaviours
to our kids from the moment we buckle them into their baby-seat.



The book by Charles Euchner has a rating of  5 out of 2.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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